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What is the 21 day sugar detox diet
Home » Meal Plan Meal Plan, 21 Day, Blog, Detox, Most Popular The 21-day sugar detox meal plan, as you can understand from its name, is a nutritional program that aims to remove sugar from your diet for 21 days. The sugar here is not only the white sugar we know very well, of course. In addition to white sugar, it also means avoiding all sugars
such as brown sugar, cakes, cookies, chocolate, which contain all these refined sugars. A sugar-free lifestyle becomes a necessity especially if you have a high amount of sugar in your blood. All About the 21 Day Sugar Detox Meal Plan (PDF) For those who say “No way I can go without any sugar for 21 days?” We have good news: Choose real food
over processed food if you want to consume sugar! Added sugar may increase your triglyceride levels. Fruit, on the other hand, has enough natural sugar to satisfy your craving until you reset your taste buds during this 21-day sugar detox. If you say “This is not enough for me,” you can get support from foods such as honey or molasses, but no
refined sugars. See Also Ayurvedic Cleans Diet Let’s not go without mentioning why this diet program is 21 days. According to some experts, 21 days (also known as the 21 Day Rule)is the optimum time frame to improve mental and physical resistance against many types of addictions. 21-day sugar detox meal plan – By taking just 21 days to yourself,
you can get rid of sugar addiction and make healthier choices at the end of this period. In short, if you can continue this sugar-free nutrition program for 21 days, your body will crave less sugar than before, and perhaps you will not even want to consume refined sugared foods again. Now that we have learned the 21-day sugar-free nutrition program
basics, let’s move on to what needs to be considered during this sugar diet: You should avoid not only sweets but also pastries, white bread, pasta, and other foods that contain excessive amounts of carbohydrates. You should stay away from packaged products and eliminate junk food from your life. You should not eat any desserts such as the lightest
milk desserts, desserts with syrup, cakes, cookies, ice cream, yogurts with fruits, and you should not drink any drinks that contain sugar, including tea and coffee. When you want to consume bread or pastries, you should choose those with whole wheat flour, rye, buckwheat, or quinoa. You should meet your sweet needs from fruits, and if not enough,
you should take advantage of foods such as honey and molasses. You should use low-fat meats (red meat-chicken or fish), legumes, grains, seeds, seasonal vegetables, and fruits in your meals. As long as you do not add sugar, you can drink all herbal teas and use all the spices to add flavor to your meals. If you are determined to consume honey or
molasses, you should be careful not to eat more than 1 tsp a day. You should not neglect to drink plenty of water. See also How to stop sugar craving instantly 21 Day Sugar Detox Meal Plan Day 1 21-day sugar detox meal plan – First-day meal plan Breakfast: 1 boiled egg, cheese, tomato-cucumber, plenty of greens, 1 slice of whole wheat or rye bread
Snack: 1 portion of fruit Lunch: 1 bowl of vegetable soup (without cream or flour), grilled fish or chicken, lots of salad Snack: Plain yogurt or 1 portion of fruit Dinner: A vegetable meal with olive oil, cooked bulgur, yogurt Day 2 21-day sugar detox meal plan – Second-day meal plan Breakfast: Tomato-cucumber, lots of greens, curd cheese, olives, 1
slice of whole wheat or rye bread Snack: 1 portion of fruit Lunch: Grilled meat or meatballs, plenty of salad, yogurt Snack: Walnut or raw almond Dinner: Meat and vegetable meal, cooked bulgur, tzatziki Day 3 Breakfast: Cheese omelet, tomato-cucumber and lots of greens, whole wheat or rye bread Snack: 1 portion of fruit Lunch: Baked meat dish
(fish, chicken or red meat), lots of salad Snack: Walnut or raw almond Dinner: 1 bowl of soup (without cream/flour), a vegetable meal with olive oil, yogurt Day 4 Breakfast: A bowl of yogurt with oatmeal, fresh fruit, and cinnamon Snack: 1 portion of dried fruit Lunch: Dry legume meal, cooked bulgur or buckwheat, yogurt Snack: 1 slice of rye bread, a
piece of cheese Dinner: A vegetable meal with olive oil, Day 5 21-day sugar detox meal plan – Fifth-day meal plan Breakfast: Egg (boiled, omelet, or cooked with vegetables), 1 slice of bread, tomato-cucumber, and greens Snack: 1 portion of fruit Lunch: Mushroom meal, cooked bulgur, lots of salad Snack: Walnuts, raw almonds, or raw hazelnuts
Dinner: Grilled vegetable meal, bread, and yogurt Day 6 Breakfast: Fruit smoothie prepared with lactose-free milk (banana, dates, oatmeal available) Snack: Nuts (walnuts, raw almonds, or hazelnuts) Lunch: Grilled chicken, bulgur, lots of salad Snack: 1 serving of fruit or nuts Dinner: Oven-cooked vegetable meal, yogurt Day 7 21-day sugar detox
meal plan – Seventh-day meal plan Breakfast: Yogurt, oatmeal, and cinnamon mix Snack: Nuts Lunch: Fish, chicken, buckwheat, or quinoa salad Snack: 1 portion of dried fruit Dinner: Meat vegetable dish, yogurt, rye bread Printable (PDF) 21 Day Sugar Detox Meal Plan Remember, your current sugar cravings are just your eating habits that are
formed in time. There are countless sugar-free sweets and desserts in our recipe section to help you out reforming a new eating habit. See Also: 7 Day Cleanse Diet Meal Plan on a Budget Master Cleanse Lemonade Recipe 21 Day Anti Inflammatory Diet Foods That Burn Belly Fat Prev Article Next Article The 21-Day Sugar Detox® (21DSD) is a real
food reset, to help you drop processed foods, reset your taste buds, enjoy the food you eat, and improve your health. It helps you break the chains of processed foods and added sugars so that you can get off the blood sugar roller coaster and say good-bye to that afternoon slump. You’ll discover places that sugar hides in your diet and find greattasting and nutritious alternatives. You’ll understand the effect of sugar and processed foods on your body and see just how great you can feel without them. The foundation of The 21-Day Sugar Detox is simple – eliminate foods that cause sugar cravings, balance your blood sugar, and choose more healthy, nutrient-dense foods. There are no pills,
powders or shakes – just real, nourishing (not diet!) food. The program has three levels, so if you’re currently eating everything under the sun or if you’re a hardcore Paleo enthusiast, there’s a plan just for you. There are even considerations for athletes, pregnant & nursing moms, pescatarians, and those with autoimmune conditions. The basics –
what you will eat on the 21DSD. All levels of the program include meat, seafoods, eggs, vegetables, nuts, seeds, and limited fruits as well as a limited portion of starch flours per day. Level 3 includes the above and no additional food groups. Level 2 includes the above as well as full-fat dairy. Level 1 includes the above as well as a limited amount of
gluten-free grains and legumes per day. All levels of the program are completely free of gluten, grain flours, sweeteners, alcohol, and artificial flavors. Wondering if you can have a specific food on the 21DSD that isn't listed on the main Yes/No list? Read: Can I have ______ on the 21DSD? Wondering which brands and products we recommend on the
21DSD? Read: 21DSD Approved Products and Brands Which level is right for you? In each book, there's a short quiz to help you determine that, but you can also choose for yourself. Level 1 is perfect for you if you're looking to clean up your diet, get the sugar and refined foods out and reset your palate! Level 2 is great for you if you're already living a
gluten-free lifestyle, but are still dealing with cravings or are ready for a reset. Level 3 is for you if you currently eat a Paleo or Primal type of diet who are still finding it difficult to avoid sweets, you're struggling to lose body fat, or your energy levels could be better. Download the basic 21DSD program rules PDF for free! The 21-Day Sugar Detox is a
simple, realistic program that can help you break lifelong eating habits – that daily chocolate fix, grabbing donuts at the office, even adding sugar to your morning coffee. You’ll become conscious of the amount of sugar in the foods you eat, and discover how great you feel without it. The 21DSD provides real-life solutions, amazing recipes, and easy
food swaps to help you make better choices, long after the detox ends. DOWNLOAD THE 21DSD PROGRAM RULES How can I start the 21DSD? Here are some quick steps to getting started! Step 1: Download the basic rules of The 21-Day Sugar Detox Program. You can download the basic rules for free by clicking the orange button above to get the
general idea of what you'll be eating and avoiding on the 21DSD. If you don't want or need additional recipes, resources, or support, you can simply follow that information for 21 days and off you go! Step 2: Grab one or more of the printed books (and the online program if you like!) If you do want more, then, I recommend that you grab a copy of The
21-Day Sugar Detox Daily Guide at a minimum and review the Official Program Guidelines starting on page 17. Then take the quiz on page 18 to determine your level, and review the portion size options on pages 22 to 23 to determine what is appropriate for you while on your 21DSD. Read the pre-detox days (pages 32 to 40 in The 21-Day Sugar
Detox Daily Guide) the week before you begin. While you can dive into the full 21DSD right away, I don’t recommend that. Lack of preparation is the number one reason why folks don’t finish the program. Yes, it’s a tough program, but it’s far, far easier when you prepare for it. That means following the pre-detox daily pages in The 21-Day Sugar
Detox Daily Guide for seven days before you start your 21DSD. These days will walk you through familiarizing yourself with the program, cleaning out your pantry and refilling it with detox-friendly ingredients, logging what you eat so you can anticipate what you’ll need to change on the program, and more. These prep days will make everything much
easier and smoother once you start your detox. Step 3: Enlist support and consider a coach! A friend. A coworker. A family member. A Certified 21DSD Coach. This is the perfect time to enlist a friend, coworker, or family member to join you on this journey. While we’ve got an amazing social network, including Team 21DSD, Certified 21DSD Coaches,
and other detoxers, it’s always easier when people around you are going through the program, too. And if, upon reading what this program entails, you’re feeling overwhelmed and think that you really want one-on-one support from a real person, we’ve got your back! There are Certified 21DSD Coaches around the world who can help, whether in
person or online—or both! Our Certified Coaches all go through a training program specifically for the 21DSD so they can guide you through this program with the best possible support and a personal touch. There are coaches who specialize in working with people with particular concerns, from athletes to pregnant or breastfeeding moms to people
with food allergies and autoimmunity. Our coaches have all completed the program themselves, so they know exactly what it’s like to be in your shoes and can give you that helping hand when you need it. Find a Certified 21DSD Coach. While many successfully complete this program without the additional help that a coach can provide, you know
yourself better than we do, and if having the support of someone you can check in with regularly will help you succeed, then by all means, sign up with a coach. Our coaches are truly a phenomenal group of practitioners who are there to support you. Step 4: Start your 21DSD! That’s it! Once you’ve finished the pre-detox week, you’re ready to begin
with day 1 of the 21DSD. Start with the guide for that day on page 44. Boom, that's it! Frequently Asked Questions about The 21-Day Sugar Detox What kinds of foods will I be eating on The 21-Day Sugar Detox? You will be eating real, whole, nutrient-dense foods. You will not be eating refined and highly processed foods. This program will require
that you get your hands dirty in the kitchen, but there are loads of tips and tricks for how to manage the program while dining out, traveling, and overall living a busy modern life. Will I need to purchase special foods or supplements to complete the program? There are no special foods or supplements required to complete the 21DSD program. If you
would like to make the recipes in the books (The 21-Day Sugar Detox, The 21-Day Sugar Detox Cookbook, or The 21-Day Sugar Detox Daily Guide), you may find some new ingredients within the recipes. There are resources within the books that explain where to find special ingredients. I’m a vegetarian. Can I do The 21-Day Sugar Detox? The 21-Day
Sugar Detox is not a good fit for vegetarians or vegans. We do offer a modification for pescetarians who include fish in their plant-based diet; this modification is detailed in both the The 21-Day Sugar Detox, and The 21-Day Sugar Detox Cookbook. Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox the same as a Paleo diet? No. While The 21-Day Sugar Detox may eliminate
added sweeteners, gluten, and soy and all processed foods, Levels 1 and 2 of the program include whole gluten-free grains and full-fat dairy and are not considered Paleo. Level 3 of the program, however, does align with Paleo eating. DOWNLOAD THE 21DSD PROGRAM RULES Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox the same as a low carb diet? No. While The
21-Day Sugar Detox may be lower in refined carbohydrates than a standard American diet, it includes carbohydrates from select grain, fruit and vegetable sources depending on your plan and modifications. Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox the same as a keto diet? No. The 21-Day Sugar Detox is not a ketogenic program specifically. You are more than
welcome to follow a very low-carb/ketogenic approach to the 21DSD but the program as-written isn't specifically keto. Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox appropriate if I follow a strictly gluten-free diet? Yes! This program is 100% gluten-free. It’s also soy-free, corn-free, and very allergen-free friendly. Level 3 of the program is also dairy-free. Is The 21-Day
Sugar Detox appropriate if I follow a Paleo or Primal diet? Yes! You will follow either Level 2 or 3 of the program. Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox safe if I’m pregnant or breastfeeding? Yes! Pregnant and breastfeeding moms can follow the notes on how to add more 21DSD friendly carbs to their plates within the program. Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox safe if
I am an athlete? Yes! Athletes can follow the notes on how to add more 21DSD friendly carbs to their plates within the program. Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox family-friendly/safe for children and teens? Yes! With some small adjustments for young family members, the 21DSD is absolutely family-friendly. We don't recommend suggesting dietary limits for
children that are beyond simply eating real, whole foods. So, for kids, we typically recommend they enjoy any food you're making on the program, in whatever portions they need, and that they do not limit their whole fruit intake. Is The 21-Day Sugar Detox safe for diabetics? First, The 21-Day Sugar Detox should not be seen as a substitute for
professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. The 21DSD is a whole-foods based program, and is safe for anyone. That said, if you are under the care of a medical professional, are insulin dependent, or are taking blood sugar regulating medications, we recommend that you consult with your doctor before beginning any new nutritional
program. You may find that your medications need to be adjusted with your new way of eating, and enlisting the support of your doctor will be important. DOWNLOAD THE 21DSD PROGRAM RULES Have more questions? Drop us a line at [email protected]
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